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ABSTRACT
We present results from new self-consistent 3D MHD simulations of the magnetospheres from
massive stars with a dipole magnetic axis that has a non-zero obliquity angle (β) to the star’s
rotation axis. As an initial direct application, we compare the global structure of co-rotating
disks for nearly aligned (β = 5o) versus half-oblique (β = 45o) models, both with moderately
rapid rotation (∼ 0.5 critical). We find that accumulation surfaces broadly resemble the forms
predicted by the analytic Rigidly Rotating Magnetosphere (RRM) model, but the mass buildup
to near the critical level for centrifugal breakout against magnetic confinement distorts the
field from the imposed initial dipole. This leads to an associated warping of the accumulation
surface toward the rotational equator, with the highest density concentrated in wings centered
on the intersection between the magnetic and rotational equators. These MHD models can be
used to synthesize rotational modulation of photometric absorption and Hα emission for a
direct comparison with observations.

Key words: (magnetohydrodynamics) MHD — Stars: winds, outflows — Stars: magnetic
fields —

1 INTRODUCTION

Hot luminous, massive stars of spectral type O and B have dense,
high-speed, radiatively driven stellar winds (Castor et al. 1975). In
the subset (∼10%; Grunhut et al. (2017); Sikora et al. (2019)) of
massive stars with strong (> 100 G; Shultz et al. (2019)), glob-
ally ordered (often significantly dipolar; Kochukhov et al. (2019))
magnetic fields, the trapping of this wind outflow by closed mag-
netic loops leads to the formation of a circumstellar magnetosphere
(Petit et al. 2013). Because of the large angular momentum loss
associated with their relatively strong, magnetised wind (ud-Doula
et al. 2009), magnetic O-type stars are typically slow rotators, with
trapped wind material falling back on a dynamical timescale, giv-
ing what’s known as a “dynamical magnetosphere” (DM).

However, in the case of magnetic B-type stars, such angular
momentum loss is greatly reduced due to their relatively weak stel-
lar winds, implying longer spin-down times. Thus, not surprisingly,
a significant fraction of B-type stars still retain a moderately rapid
rotation. For such cases, the associated Keplerian co-rotation radius
RK lies within the Alfvén radius RA that characterises the maxi-
mum extent of the magnetosphere. The rotational support within
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the magnetosphere leads to formation of a “centrifugal magneto-
sphere” (CM), wherein the much longer confinement time allows
material to build up to much higher density than in DM’s.

For the special case of a dipole field aligned with the rotation
axis, ud-Doula et al. (2008) carried out 2D MHD simulations of the
resulting axisymmetric CM with material concentrated along the
common rotational and magnetic equator. The central aim of the
current paper is to present results from new 3D MHD simulations
for the sample case of an oblique dipole field that has a tilt angle
β = 45o, and characterize its more complex, inherently 3D CM.

For models without rotation, initial 2D MHD simulations of
such wind-fed magnetospheres by ud-Doula & Owocki (2002)
showed that, for a star with radius R∗ and dipole field of surface
strength Beq at the magnetic equator, the competition of the field
with a stellar wind of mass loss rate Ṁ and terminal speed V∞
can be characterized in terms of a dimensionless, wind-magnetic-
confinement parameter η∗ ≡ B2

eqR
2
∗/ṀV∞, with the Alfvén ra-

dius then scaling asRA ≈ R∗η1/4∗ . The follow-on study of aligned
rotation by ud-Doula et al. (2008) parameterized its effects by the
dimensionless ratio W ≡ Vrot/Vorb between the equatorial ro-
tation speed and the orbital speed near the equatorial surface. In
the inner region where the field maintains rigid-body rotation, this
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2 A. ud-Doula et al.

gives a Kepler co-rotation radius RK = R∗W
−2/3, at which grav-

itational and centrifugal forces are in balance.
The observational compilation by Petit et al. (2013, see in par-

ticular their figure 3) shows that many B-stars haveRA > RK, with
confinement parameters ranging even to η∗ > 106. For example,
the prototypical CM star σ Ori E, has η∗ ≈ 106 and W ≈ 0.34,
implying RA/R∗ ≈ 31 � RK/R∗ ≈ 2.1, and thus an extensive
CM.

The field stiffness and associated high Alfvén speed of a star
with such large η∗ imply very small Courant time step in direct
MHD simulations, and so far this has limited MHD models to
η∗ . 103. Alternatively, by considering the limit of an arbitrar-
ily strong field (effectively with RA → ∞), semi-analytic anal-
yses based on an idealization of purely rigid fields have led to a
rigidly rotating magnetosphere (RRM) formalism (Townsend et al.
2005), which derives how CM material accumulates on surfaces
set by minima of a combined centrifugal and gravitational poten-
tial, under the assumed condition of rigid-body rotation. Such RRM
models have shown great potential for explaining key observational
signatures of CM stars, e.g. rotational modulation of Balmer line
emission (Townsend et al. 2005; Oksala et al. 2012).

However, central weakness of this RRM approach is that it
provides no description for how the stellar-wind-fed accumulation
surfaces of the CM are ultimately emptied. Recent theoretical anal-
yses (Owocki et al. 2020, 2022), developed to explain empirical
scaling for H-alpha (Shultz et al. 2020) and radio emission (Leto
et al. 2021; Shultz et al. 2022) from CM stars, provide strong ev-
idence that this emptying occurs through frequent, low-level, cen-
trifugal breakout (CBO) events. These are triggered when the accu-
mulated mass exceeds a critical level for which the centrifugal force
overwhelms the confinement of the magnetic field tension force.
Applying the estimated CBO critical density distribution within the
RRM formalism for accumulation surfaces, Berry et al. (2022) re-
cently modeled the photometric light variation associated with ab-
sorption and scattering emission from magnetic clouds around the
prototypical CM star σ Ori E.

The CBO-limited density distribution derived by Owocki et al.
(2020) was actually based on analysis for the simplified special
case of an aligned dipole, calibrated against the 2D MHD simu-
lations by ud-Doula et al. (2008). Specifically, assuming W = 1/4
or 1/2 and the strongest allowed confinement η∗ = 1000, the MHD
models show that, in the CM region extending above RK, the crit-
ical surface density accumulated along the common magnetic and
rotational equators declines in radius as r−6, consistent with the an-
alytic CBO analysis that this should follow the decline in magnetic
tension ∼ B2.

But for the many CM’s with a nonzero tilt angle β between
the field and rotation axes, it is not clear how the density on the ac-
cumulation surface should vary in azimuth away from the direction
set by intersection of the rotational and magnetic equators.

The paper here presents new 3D MHD simulations of the CM
formed by a tilted dipole with axis that makes an angle β = 45o

with the rotation axis. The standard parameterization of moderately
rapid rotation (W = 1/2) and strong confinement (η∗ = 103) pro-
vides, for the first time, a 3D MHD, oblique-dipole model with
an extended CM region1, ranging here from RK ≈ 1.6R∗ to
RA ≈ 5.6R∗. A particular emphasis is to characterize the resulting

1 By comparison, the recent 3D simulations by (Subramanian et al. 2022)
are limited to modest η∗ = 50 with RA ≈ 2.7R∗ & RK and have too
small CM regions to enable direct comparison with RRM models.

3D, dynamical distribution of density, and compare that with ex-
pected accumulation surfaces from the semi-analytic RRM model.
A specific goal is to test and calibrate the RRM density parameteri-
zation used by Berry et al. (2022), which was inspired by the CBO
analysis and preliminary versions of the 3D MHD simulations pre-
sented here.

To lay the basis for results presented in Section 3, Section 2
first reviews the general numerical MHD approach, numerical grid,
boundary conditions and parameter domain. Section 4 concludes
with a summary and outline for future work.

2 NUMERICAL SETUP AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

Most of our previous numerical models were performed using
ZEUS-3D or ZEUS-MP codes, but here we use publicly available,
massively parallel MHD code PLUTO (version 4.4) (Mignone et al.
2007), because of its highly versatile, modular structure that is well
suited for modern Linux clusters.

The winds of massive stars are highly ionized and the compe-
tition between photoionization heating and radiative cooling keeps
the wind close to the stellar effective temperature (Pauldrach 1987;
Drew 1989). As such, we can approximate the wind to be isother-
mal and model it with standard magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
equations in cgs units:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0 (1)

∂v

∂t
+ (v · ∇)v +

1

4πρ
B× (∇×B) +

1

ρ
∇p = g + glines +Fco

(2)

∂B

∂t
+∇× (B × v) = 0. (3)

Here ρ, v, B, p, g and glines are, the density, velocity, magnetic
field, pressure, and accelerations due to respectively gravity and
line-scattering of radiation. The comoving frame acceleration Fco

is the sum of both the centrifugal and Coriolis forces, given respec-
tively by

Fcentrifugal = − [Ωfr × (Ωfr ×R)] (4)

and

Fcoriolis = −2 (Ωfr × v) , (5)

where Ωfr is the angular frequency of the rotating frame with r the
radial distance vector.

As the wind is assumed to be isothermal at the stellar surface
temperature T , we close equations (1 - 3) using the ideal gas equa-
tion of state,

p =
ρkBT

µ
= ρc2iso, (6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, µ = 0.6mp is the molecular
weight, and the last equality casts this in terms of the isothermal
sound speed ciso.

2.1 Radial line-driving of wind outflow

The radial outflow described in the previous section arises from
the strong radial driving of the line-force, glines. As in ud-Doula &
Owocki (2002), we model this here in terms of the standard Castor,
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Oblique Rotators 3

Abbott & Klein (1975, hereafter CAK) formalism, corrected for the
finite cone angle of the star, using a spherical expansion approxi-
mation for the local flow gradients (Pauldrach, Puls, Hummer &
Kudritzki 1985; Friend & Abbott 1986) and ignoring non-radial
line-force components that can arise in a non-spherical outflow.
Although such non-radial terms are typically only a few percent
of the radial force (Owocki & ud-Doula 2004), in non-magnetic
models of rotating winds, they act without much competition in the
lateral force balance, and so can have surprisingly strong effects
on the wind channeling and rotation (Owocki, Cranmer & Gayley
1996; Gayley & Owocki 2000). But in magnetic models with an
already strong component of non-radial force, such terms are not
very significant, and since their full inclusion substantially compli-
cates both the numerical computation and the analysis of simula-
tion results, we have elected to defer further consideration of such
non-radial line-force terms to future studies.

By limiting our study to moderately fast rotation, half or less
of the critical rate, we are also able to neglect the effects of stellar
oblateness and gravity darkening.

2.2 Simulation

For our numerical scheme, we choose a method that is fully unsplit
and 2nd order accurate in space and time, using linear reconstruc-
tion, Runge-Kutta time stepping and the HLL Riemann solver. The
extended GLM divergence cleaning algorithm was used to ensure
the ∇ · B = 0 condition. For highly magnetized plasma, such as
the ones discussed here, it is advantageous to use a background
magnetic field (typically dipolar, as is the case here) and evolve its
deviation in time rather than the actual magnetic field.

2.3 Numerical grid

For all our models, we use a stretched rectilinear spherical polar
grid extending from r = R∗ to r = 25R∗ in which the physical
volume is discretised with 250 cells in r, 64 cells in θ and 128 cells
in φ. This leads to a cell size in the r direction which stretches
from ∆r1 ≈ 0.008 R∗ to ∆r250 ≈ 0.542 R∗ with a constant
stretching factor of 1.023. Both the θ and φ directions have uniform
spacing. The stretching regime in the radial direction is required to
resolve the sonic point of the wind, which is very close to the stellar
surface. Typically, at least 5-10 grid points are required to resolve
the sonic point to ensure accurate base mass flow.

2.4 Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions are challenging in MHD modelling and great
care must be taken to avoid any unphysical outcomes. For the
most part, we closely follow boundary conditions outlined in ud-
Doula & Owocki (2002) and Daley-Yates et al. (2019), with the
latter describing the first obliquely rotating massive-star winds, al-
though their focus was on radio emission from such objects. Sim-
ilar boundary conditions are also employed by Subramanian et al.
(2022) albeit for the geodesic mesh-based RIEMANN GEOMESH

code.
In brief, the outer radial boundary of all our simulations is set

to outflow, which allows material to freely leave the computational
domain. The inner radial boundary is set to ‘inflow’ such that the
star is continually feeding material to the wind and therefore re-
plenishing material in the simulation.

The velocity in the lower radial boundary is specified by lin-
early extrapolating back from the first 2 computational cells above
the boundary, allowing the flow into the computational active zone
to adjust to the conditions of the wind and permitting material to
also re-enter the stellar surface as magnetically confined material
follows field lines back to the stellar surface. We limit the maxi-
mum radial inflow/outflow speeds to the fixed sound speed. Speci-
fying the boundary in this manner also allows the mass loading of
the wind to self consistently adapt to the rotation of the star. Large
rotational velocities can impact the mass-loss of a star. This is due
to the effective gravity at the rotational equator being reduced rel-
ative to the poles, leading to material being lifted from the surface
more easily.

The boundary of the lower and upper azimuthal direction is
assumed to be periodic. The upper and lower boundary of the polar
direction was set to reflective so as not to act as a sink for material.
This final boundary condition is non-physical and a reflective polar
boundary can lead to spurious heating or jets along the polar axis.
There are several methods designed to overcome this numerical dif-
ficulty. One such method is known as π-boundary conditions in
which the fluid quantities are translated π around the axis and vec-
tor values transformed such that material effectively passes over the
pole. This method is implemented in the public codes ATHENA++
(White et al. 2016) and MPI-AMRVAC (Xia et al. 2018). PLUTO

provides a similar functionality called ‘polaraxis’ which we utilize
in our simulations here.

Since we use an isothermal equation of state for the wind, we
neglect behaviour due to both shock heating and radiative cooling,
both of which can play a role in the wind dynamics (ud-Doula et al.
2008, 2013). Inclusion of a full energy balance with radiative cool-
ing is thus a goal for future studies.

2.5 Stellar Parameters

We performed a number of simulations both in 3D and 2D to ensure
the results are consistent. Here, we focus specifically on 3D models
with inclination angle between the magnetic field and rotation axes
of 45o and 5o; the latter mimics a field-aligned model, but with
a small inclination to ensure azimuthal symmetry is numerically
broken.

Following previous studies (ud-Doula & Owocki 2002; ud-
Doula et al. 2008), we use the stellar parameters of ζ Pup, a pro-
totypical O-supergiant. In the absence of magnetic field, its mass
loss is assumed to be about 3.0× 10−6M�/yr. For our model here
we assume a dipolar magnetic field with polar strength of 9300 G
corresponding to magnetic confinement of η∗ = 1000. Although
these differ from the parameters of a typical Bp star, the models
still mimic general trends in magnetospheric structure with the key
magnetic confinement parameter (ud-Doula & Owocki 2002).

Our assumed rotation is half the critical, corresponding to
about 250 km/s, with axis aligned with z-axis. Following the ap-
proach of Daley-Yates et al. (2019), the magnetic pole is rotated
about y-axis, and so lies in xz-plane, as indicated by the blue ar-
row in figures 1 - 3.

2.6 Initial conditions

The initial conditions of the simulations are specified using the
density and velocity profile equations assuming a spherically sym-
metric wind with CAK mass loss rate (Owocki & ud-Doula 2004)
and ‘β’-law, i.e. v(r) = v∞(1 − R∗/r)

β with β = 0.8 and
v∞ ∝ vescape.
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4 A. ud-Doula et al.

0 ks 100 ks 200 ks

300 ks 400 ks 500 ks

1000 ks 1500 ks 1940 ks

Figure 1. Time evolution of the standard model (η∗ = 103, W = 1/2,
β = 45o), showing volume renderings of the density structure as viewed
from the rotational pole (red dot), with projected magnetic axis (blue arrow)
directed upward. After initial transits, the dragonfly wing-like co-rotating
structure settles into a quasi-steady state with occasional outbreaks due to
centrifugal forces. .

The magnetic field is initialised as an ideal dipole, centred at
the origin and rotated about the y-axis, in the xz-plane. We then
evolve the model by letting the wind and magnetic field compete
against each other.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Time Evolution of the Standard Model

To characterize our 3D models we use a combination of 2D slices
and 3D projection plots. For our standard model with dipole tilt
angle β = 45o, figure 1 shows for example the time evolution of
3D density as viewed from an inclination i = 0 over the rotational
pole (here marked by a red dot, indicating a rotational vector point-
ing directly toward the observer). Since we are primarily interested
in the 3D structure of the CM that forms above RK, we have for il-
lustrative clarity chosen to hollow out the density for radii r < RK,
ignoring the DM part of the magnetosphere which has been exten-
sively discussed in previous studies (e.g. see, ud-Doula et al. (2008,
2013)).

The blue arrow pointing upward marks the magnetic dipole
axis, with the projection of the magnetic equator thus along the
horizontal. Starting from the initial condition of a spherical outflow,
the combination of rotation and strong field confinement progres-
sively channels material toward greater concentration, forming two
opposing wings that straddle the common rotational and magnetic
equator. This wing structure is already clear in the 400 ks snap-
shot, after which there are relatively modest variations about this
basic shape, extending here to nearly 5 times longer, to the well-
relaxed, final simulation time of 1940 ks. By comparison, for a typ-
ical wind speed of Vw ≈ 1000 km/s, the dynamical wind crossing
time through a stellar radius R∗ is just tw = R∗/Vw ≈ 14 ks.

i=90  o

i=0o

β = 5o β = 45o

phase=0.25 

phase=0

phase=0.5 

phase=0

0.25

0.5

Figure 2. As in figure 1, volume renderings of density structure, now com-
paring representative evolved time step (t = 1000 ks) structures of two dif-
ferent models with identical magnetic field, rotation but different obliquity,
β : 45o (right) and 5o (left). Notice how higher obliquity model restricts
density in the azimuthal direction. This is a result of complex dynamics
between rotation and strong tilted magnetic field.

3.2 Contrast with nearly aligned case: Disk vs. Wings

To highlight further the distinct wing structure formed for this
β = 45o oblique dipole, figure 2 compares a representative evolved
time (right column) with a similarly evolved model for the nearly
aligned case β = 5o (left column). The top row again shows the
view from inclination i = 0 over the rotational pole, with the dipole
axis upward and the dotted horizontal lines marking the intersection
between the magnetic and rotation equators.

The nearly aligned model on the left has its density in a nearly
azimuthally symmetric, equatorial disk. In contrast, the oblique
dipole on the right has density that is azimuthally concentrated in
wings that straddle the common magnetic/rotation equator. Note,
however, the modest prograde asymmetry, with a somewhat higher
density in the direction toward the stellar rotation (here counter-
clockwise).

The bottom 3 rows show equatorial views (i = 90o) at 3
rotational phases, corresponding to the dipole axis inclination to-
ward (phase=0), perpendicular to (phase=0.25), and away from
(phase=0.5) the observer. These show that the wings are quite near
the rotational equator, but with a distinct warping out of the equato-
rial plane at larger radii. For phase=0.25, showing views along the
common equator, the foreground wing partially obscures the stellar
disk, but with a mark upward offset from this warping. At phase=0,
the prograde extension of high density also leads to some obscura-
tion; but a half-period later, at phase=0.75, there is now little mate-
rial in front of the star, since the view now through the trailing gap
between the two wings.
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Oblique Rotators 5

Figure 3. For an observer with inclination i = 45o, the red curves compare
the magnetic field lines for the initially imposed dipole (top) versus the
dynamically evolved field at the final time step (bottom). These are both
superposed on the associated phase variation of volume-rendered density
for this final time step to highlight the distortion of the magnetic field due
to wind dynamics.

Figure 4. For the final time snapshot t = 1940 ks of the β = 45o tilted
dipole, 2D slices showing density, field lines, and mass flux vectors in the
x = 0 (left) and y = 0 (right) planes, where y is along the common equator
(dashed line), z is the rotation axis, and the field tilt is in the xz plane. The
blue vector in the right panel shows the dipole axis in this xz plane. The
vertical lines mark offsets from the rotation axis by one Kepler radius RK.

Clearly, such details will have important consequences for ro-
tationally modulated light curves from stars with tilted CM’s.

3.3 Centrifugal distortion of dipole field by CM plasma

This warped-wing structure results from trapping of centrifugal ma-
terial by the strong magnetic field, which in turn distorts the field
from its dipole form. To illustrate this, figure 3 adds magnetic field
lines (red curves) to the density surfaces, as viewed now from ob-
server inclination i = 45o at the labeled rotational phases. The
upper panel shows the initial tilted dipole, while the lower panel
shows the MHD dynamical field at the final time. While the two
are quite similar, the differences show the result of the distortions of
the field from the CM plasma, in particular the centrifugal stretch-
ing from the trapped material in the dense wings.

For example, at phase=0, which gives a view looking down
the magnetic pole, the dipole field lines project into simple X-cross,

whereas the dynamical fields show a rotational twist between lines
into and out of the page.

At phase=0.5, note that closed dipole loops in the upper panel
show an outward stretching in the lower panel. Such stretching
of the magnetic field leads to eventual centrifugal breakout of the
trapped material.

Comparison of phase=0.25 and 0.75 show a simple left/right
swap for the dipole fields; but there is an asymmetric distortion in
the closed dynamical field lines, reflecting a notable asymmetry in
the density structure as well.

3.4 2D slices in zy and zx planes

To complement this 3D rendition of the field, which can be difficult
to track visually, figures 4 and 5 show 2D slices of the density and
field line structure in the yz (x = 0) and xz (y = 0) planes. The
mass flux vectors (ρv) in figure 4 show how magnetically chan-
neled outflow compresses material into high density structures. The
vertical, z-axis is along the rotation vector (red arrows), while the
y-axis is along the common magneto-rotational equator, marked by
the horizontal dashed line in the left panel for x = 0. The closed
loops in this plane confine the dense plasma against centrifugal
forces, forming the center of the dense wing structure in 3D. By
contrast, in the right panel with y = 0, mass flux along equator-
ward boundary of the closed to open field channels material along
a diagonal to the loop tops. As shown in the outwardly distorted
form of closed loops at the lower right and upper left, this leads to
centrifugal stretching and eventually breakout.

In both panels, the density shows a nearly spherical form in
the DM within RK, but transitions to equatorial concentration just
beyond RK. In the x = 0 plane this equatorial material is trapped
by closed loops, while in the y = 0 plane it can flow along the field
toward the loop top, where it stretches the field toward breakout.

The series of final five snapshots in figure 5 illustrate the time
sequence of mass build up, field line stressing, and centrifugal
breakout. The upshot is that material aboveRK is confined in wings
near the y-axis, but escapes in perpendicular directions, leading to
the lower-density gaps between these wings.

3.5 Implications for Rigidly Rotating Magnetosphere model

The plasma concentration into a warped-wing form, and the asso-
ciated centrifugal distortion of the confining magnetic field, both
have implications for the Rigidly Rotating Magnetosphere (RRM)
model introduced by Townsend & Owocki (2005). As with the
Rigid-Field Hydrodynamics (RFHD) formalism subsequently de-
veloped by Townsend et al. (2007), this approach assumes the mag-
netic field is so dominant that it acts like rigid pipes that channel
outflowing wind plasma to accumulation surfaces, set by minima
in the combined centrifugal and gravitational potential. This rigid
field notion seems well justified by the very high wind-magnetic
confinement parameters ( η∗ > 106) inferred for many B-stars with
moderate to rapid rotation.

However, recent analysis (Owocki et al. 2020) for how cen-
trifugal breakout likely sets the limit for CM mass build up implies
that, in practice, the confining fields are not in fact rigid, but rather
are distorted by centrifugal forces near the mass accumulation limit
set by breakout.

In this context, figure 6 compares equatorial views of the pro-
jected density distribution of two different versions of the RRM
model (top, bottom) with the results of the final time of the present
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6 A. ud-Doula et al.

Figure 5. Time evolution over the last five snapshots (t = 1900− 1940 ks) of log density and field lines, showing both yz (top) and xz (bottom) slices, now
extending over spatial range of ±10R∗. In the yz cut note the progressive field line stretching and mass ejection associated with a centrifugal breakout event.
Breakouts also occur in the xz cut but they are more conspicuous in a different snapshot due to slight left-right asymmetry in the numerical model. Evidence
of such breakout events are quite apparent in figure 7 as well and occur on about 50 ks timescale .

MHD simulations (middle), for rotation phases 0, 0.125, and 0.025.
The RRM model in the top panel follows the original description
from Townsend & Owocki (2005), in which the local density along
the accumulation surface is just set proportional to local feeding
rate by the stellar wind along that field line. Since the area of the
flow tube scales inversely with the field strength, A ∼ 1/B, mass
flux conservation for a dipole field gives a surface density that de-
clines with radius as σ ∼ B ∼ 1/r3. For a tilted dipole, the inner
edge of the CM is closest to the star (roughly at RK) along the line
(y-axis) of common magneto-rotation equator, giving it a somewhat
higher density compared to other azimuths. However, as shown in
the top row of figure 6, the overall azimuthal variation in density
is modest, much less than from the distinct wing structure of the
MHD model in the middle row.

There are also differences in the 3D form of the RRM surface
vs. the MHD wings, with the former being distinctly offset from
the rotational equator, and latter warped about that equator. As a
result, there are quite notable differences in the phase variations,
for example in the timing and degree of occultation of the star by
the respective CM’s.

Moreover, much as found in the CBO analysis of the aligned
rotation case (Owocki et al. 2020), the radial decline in surface den-
sity in this MHD simulation of the oblique rotator is much steeper
than the assumed σ ∼ B ∼ 1/r3 scaling of original RRM analysis,
instead following closer the CBO scaling with magnetic tension,
σ ∼ B2 ∼ 1/r6.

To account for this, as well as the stronger azimuthal variation,
the bottom panel of figure 6 show an RRM with density following
a CBO-adjusted form given by eqn. (2) of Berry et al. (2022), re-
produced below as eqn. (7). Specifically, this uses their standard
value for radial power index p = 5, along with a scaling parame-
ter χ = 0.1, which sets the azimuthal decline in CM density away

from the common magneto-rotational equator2. While the geomet-
ric differences remain, there is now an improved correspondence in
the density distribution, and the associated occultations of the star.

3.6 Distribution of Mass flux and Density

To give further insight into the overall structure and evolution of
the MHD simulations for the tilted dipole (β = 45o) case, figure
7 shows the time evolution and spatial variation of the latitudinally
integrated mass distribution in radius dM/dr, plotted versus ra-
dius r and azimuth φ for the time snapshots denoted. From initial
development over times 100−400 ks shown along the top row, the
structure settles in a quasi-steady form, with episodes of mass ejec-
tion distributed about the y-axis positions (φ = 90o and φ = 270o)
representing the intersection between the magnetic and rotational
equators. The horizontal dotted line at r = 2.8R∗ marks the bound-
ary between magnetically confined material, and the onset of CBO
events.

Figure 8 shows mass flux plotted as a function of the azimuth
and co-latitude at the labeled radii and times. The yellow shows re-
gions of infall that surrounded dark region of compressed outflow;
at radii at and below the confinement radius r = 2.8R∗ this com-
pressed outflow is near the rotational equator, but at larger radii, it
shifts closer to the magnetic equator.

For the same samples in radius and time, Figure 9 now shows
the density, again plotted as a function of the azimuth and co-
latitude. This again shows that material is compressed near the
rotational equator at radii at and below the confinement radius
r = 2.8R∗, but closer to the magnetic equator at larger radii. The

2 The χ = 0.1 used here is twice the value assumed by Berry et al. (2022),
giving a somewhat weaker drop in density away from the common equator.
The original RRM model effectively assumes χ� 1.
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Figure 6. For standard oblique dipole case (β = 45o and W = 0.5),
comparison of the phase variation of volume-rendered density for the final
time (t = 1940 ks) of the MHD simulation (center row) with predictions of
the analytic Rigidly Rotating Magnetosphere (RRM) model. The top row
depicts the density distribution resulting from wind feeding over a fixed
time, as assumed in the original RRM analysis of Townsend & Owocki
(2005). The bottom row shows a modified scaling to mimic predictions of
a centrifugal breakout (CBO) analysis, with higher concentration along the
common magnetic-rotational equator (y-axis) and a radial decline in surface
density, σ ∼ 1/r5, that is steeper than the σ ∼ 1/r3 for fixed-time wind-
feeding along a dipole field. The blue vectors depict the magnetic dipole
axis, and the observer inclination is i = 90o, and so perpendicular to the
red vectors representing the fixed stellar rotation axis.

Figure 7. For MHD simulation of tilted dipole β = 45o, time evolution
of the latitudinally averaged mass distribution in radius dM/dr, plotted
versus radius and azimuth. After about 500 ks, the model reaches a quasi-
steady state with episodic mass ejections distributed about the y-axis (φ =

90o and φ = 270o), where the magnetic and rotational equatorial planes
intersect. The horizontal dotted line at r = 2.8R∗ marks the boundary
between magnetically confined material, and the onset of CBO events.

bottom row compares the density for the CBO-RRM model, show-
ing that the density concentration near r = 2.8R∗ is, in contrast
to MHD result, intermediate between the magnetic and rotational
equators.

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Result summary

The central aim of this paper is to use 3D MHD simulations to
characterize the centrifugal magnetospheres (CM) of strongly mag-

Figure 8. For tilted dipole β = 45o, mass flux plotted as a function of
the azimuth and co-latitude at various radii. The columns show slices at the
4 labeled radii, while rows show snapshots at the 4 labeled times. Yellow
denotes regions of infall.

Figure 9. For tilted dipole β = 45o, radial slices of density plotted as a
function of azimuth and co-latitude at the various radii labeled at the top,
with time progression of MHD model in four rows at labeled time snap-
shots. The bottom row shows for comparison the corresponding density
distribution of the CBO-RRM model.

netic, rapidly rotating hot-stars for which the assumed dipole field
has a significant tilt (β = 45o) to the star’s rotation axis. Start-
ing from an initial condition with a spherically symmetric, line-
driven stellar wind, the MHD trapping and corotation of the wind
outflow leads over many dynamical flow times to gradual build-
up of material into a complex 3D CM, characterized by distinct
wings of enhanced density, roughly centered on the line intersect-
ing the magnetic and rotational equatorial planes. The asymptotic,
quasi-steady-state includes repeated, small-scale centrifugal break-
out (CBO) events, roughly centered about the direction of common
equator, through which the ongoing wind feeding of the CM is bal-
anced by CBO mass ejections.
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The geometry of this dynamically fed CM follows roughly
the minimum potential surfaces derived by the hydrostatic, rigidly
rotating magnetosphere (RRM) model developed by Townsend &
Owocki (2005), with however some key differences. In particular,
the surface density follows a steeper σ ∼ 1/r5 radial decline, re-
flecting the similar drop in magnetic tension B2 ∼ 1/r6, in con-
trast with the σ ∼ B ∼ 1/r3 scaling assumed for the original RRM
model. Moreover, the density is more concentrated azimuthally,
into two wings centered on the common equatorial axis. Both ef-
fects can be roughly captured by the parameterization introduced
by Berry et al. (2022, their eqn. 2), in which the surface density at a
minimum potential location with radius r and magnetic co-latitude
θo is given by

σ(r, θo) = σK

(
RK
r

)p
exp(− cos2 θo/χ) . (7)

Here the surface density at the Kepler radius RK is given in terms
of the magnetic field and gravity there,

σK = 0.3
B2
K

4πgK
. (8)

Specifically, the comparisons in figure 6 show that adopting p = 5
and χ = 0.1 gives an overall density distribution (bottom row)
that agrees better with MHD results (middle row) than the standard
RRM result (top row).

But this figure also shows that the overall geometric form of
the dynamical CM in the middle panel has some moderate devi-
ations from the minimum-potential, hydrostatic accumulation sur-
face assumed in even the CBO-modified RRM model shown in the
lowermost panel. This reflects the fact that, in contrast to the per-
fectly rigid dipole field assumed in the RRM paradigm, the dynam-
ical CM naturally builds up to a limiting density that distorts this
initial dipole, culminating in episodic CBO events and associated
magnetic reconnection.

This field distortion leads to an associated dynamical contor-
tion of the CM. Instead of following the minimum total poten-
tial surface that generally lies between the magnetic and rotational
equators, the inner regions of the dynamical CM lie closer to the ro-
tational equator. However, in the outer regions this transitions to a
dense wind outflow that is concentrated toward the magnetic equa-
tor, and the associated wind current sheet that separates regions of
opposite magnetic polarity.

4.2 Open questions and future work

Within these interesting new results and insights into the dynam-
ical form of CM’s, there remain several outstanding questions,
grounded in limitations and approximations of these 3D MHD
sims.

For example, the Courant limit on the time-step imposed by
Alfvén propagation across grid cells has so far limited the simu-
lations to only moderately strong magnetic confinement parameter
η∗ . 103, much smaller than the η∗ & 106 estimated for known
CM stars like σ Ori E. In the associated stronger, stiffer magnetic
field, it is possible that the dynamical distortion effects identified
here would be less pronounced. On the hand, in the view that this
distortion stems from the inexorable build-up of CM density to-
ward breakout, instead of the direct competition between field and
wind outflow, then the CM contortion derived here may well be
applicable to observed CM stars. To distinguish between these dif-
ferent pictures, future work should carry out a parameter study in
η∗, including extension to strong confinement, e.g., η∗ . 104.

Future work should also explore a broader range of field tilt
angles, including the extreme case of fully oblique dipoles, β →
90o, which RRM analyses show to have a distinct “cone-sheet”
form for the minimum-potential surfaces (Townsend & Owocki
2005). This sheet represents the asymptotic form of “leaves” that
form at large tilt angles, and it will be of interest to determine if
these localized minima show plasma accumulation in full MHD
simulations.

A further priority will be to derive observational diagnos-
tics. For example, the RRM model predicts quite distinctive dy-
namical spectra for the rotational modulation of Hα line emission
(Townsend et al. 2005), and it will be interesting how this may be
altered by the dynamical distortion effects found in these MHD
models. It will also be of interest to see if CBO-induced magnetic
reconnection events in the MHD models can reproduce the empir-
ical scaling of incoherent, circularly polarized radio emission in
massive stars (Leto et al. 2021; Shultz et al. 2022; Owocki et al.
2022) with potential implications for radio emission in Hot Jupiters
(e.g. Weber et al. 2017).

Synthesis of X-ray emission will require replacing the isother-
mal models here with a full energy equation. A key issue regards
the outliers found by Nazé et al. (2014) in their correlation of
observed X-ray luminosity with predictions from the dynamical
magnetosphere (DM) model that applies for slow stellar rotation
(Owocki et al. 2016). These outliers generally have relatively rapid
rotation, and so are better modeled as having CM’s than DM’s. A
key question is whether the stronger observed X-rays might arise
from stronger shocks with a higher duty cycle in CM’s than DM’s,
or whether the CBO-induced magnetic reconnection might con-
tribute to the inferred enhanced X-rays.

Finally, in our focus here on the dynamical form of the CM in
these 3D MHD simulations, we have not yet examined the loss of
angular momentum associated with the magnetic stresses and mass
outflow in open field regions. For the field-aligned case (β = 0),
MHD models have provided a simple analytic scaling law for how
this angular momentum loss scales with magnetic field strength,
mass loss rate, and stellar rotation (ud-Doula et al. 2009). But a key,
open question, so far only tentatively explored for 3D MHD models
with modest magnetic confinement parameter (Subramanian et al.
2022), is how the non-zero tilt angle between the magnetic and
rotation axes might alter this spindown scaling law. This will thus
be a central focus of planned parameter studies of models with a
range of tilt angles β.
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